Dear Partners,
June 2022
Park Hotel Tokyo 【Tokyo, JAPAN】

At our hotel in Tokyo, we offer an "Art Staycation plan",
an artistic accommodation experience that will stimulate the senses.
Until November 13 (Sunday), Park Hotel Tokyo offers summer cuisine inspired by the exhibition
"Ginza Galleries - Evolving Diversity", and an Art Staycation plan in an "artist room" in which a
mural has been painted.

Specifics of the accommodation plan
The Art Staycation accommodation plan consists of an overnight stay in an "artist room" in which the room
itself is an artwork and dinner that has been inspired by the current exhibition.
* There is also a plan that only includes breakfast.
Offer period: Until November 13 (Sunday)
Benefits: An art tour in the hotel guided by our staff, cocktail ticket(s)
Accommodation: Artist room (single/double/king)
Reservations & inquiries: 03-6252-1100 (reservation center)
1. Art Staycation - Including high tea and breakfast: from ¥16,550
2. Art Staycation - Including seasonal kaiseki cuisine and breakfast: from ¥22,150
3. Art Staycation - Including breakfast: from ¥10,050
* All prices are per person based on double occupancy, tax included.

Menus offered
Period: Until September 4 (Sunday)
1. ART colours Dining
Name: Summer High Tea Course (dinnertime)
Price: ¥6,500
2. Japanese Cuisine Hanasanshou *closed on Mondays
Name: Roasted Wagyu Beef wrapped in Kelp
Dressed as a circular flower
Circular floral decorations
Price: ¥2,900
3. Bar The Society
Name: Stay Gold
Price: ¥2,500
* All prices include tax

Exhibition "Ginza Galleries - Evolving Diversity"Details
Period: May 16 (Monday) - November 13 (Sunday)
Time: 11:00 - 20:00
Location: Atrium (25th floor)
Price: Free
Open to anyone, regardless of whether or not they are hotel guests.
Participating galleries and artists
Gallery Art Morimoto - KANARIA, Tomoka Sagae, Shigeki Hayashi
Gallery Ueda - Tetsuo Kusama, Takeshi Sato, Rensui
Gallery Nii Tokyo - Maiko Muro
Gallery Syukado - Hiroki Kakinuma, Satomi Sui, Chinatsu Furukawa
SEIZAN GALLERY - Yasushi Ikejiri, Koki Tsujimoto
TAIMEI GALLERY - Hiromi Iuchi, Shuuhei Hanyama
NAGAI Art Gallery - Junji Kawashima
galerie nichido - Ken Yashiki
* The exhibition will change (partly) during the summer and autumn periods
and the roster of participants will be revised.

About Park Hotel Tokyo

https://parkhoteltokyo.com/

Park Hotel Tokyo was established in 2003 on the 25th to 34th floors of Shiodome Media
Tower as the sister hotel of Shiba Park Hotel (established 1948 in Minato City Tokyo). On
the 25th floor, there is the front desk, a restaurant, and a bar. You can also see a view
overlooking Tokyo Tower from the front desk. Guest Rooms are located on the 26th floor
to the 34th floor, with a total of 270 rooms. There are 33 Artist Rooms that have walls as
canvases, which started in 2013 as a rebranding project using art as the foundation with
the concept “time and space where you can experience the sense of beauty in Japan.” It
is an ongoing project, and the project has won the Field Award at the 3rd Japan Tourism
Award in 2017.

Contact
Public Relation - Emi Sotome

(Ms)

sotome@shibaparkhotel.com
TEL：+81-3-3433-4141

FAX：+81-3-5470-7515

